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In the past year, our group continued to analyze data, seeking firm, prioritized recommendations. At 

Convention last year, we outlined those recommendations, listing the following: 

1) A new compensation chart which does not merely talk about minimums. 

2) Increased transparency, akin to the Diocese of Georgia’s salary survey 

3) Pastoral support for clergy in the negotiation process 

a. Coaching 

b. Mentoring 

c. Meeting 

d. Teaching 

4) Educating Clergy and Laity 

a. Seminary/FreshStart 

b. Training hiring rectors, vestries 

c. Clergy and Lay Professionals workshops 

5) A Strong Stance -No new hiring for FT positions below diocesan minimums. 

That challenge remains with us: there is still a disparity between compensation of clerics by gender, 

particularly in the area of churches with budgets of $1 million or more.  

To illustrate this, consider this: 

 For churches with operating revenue of less than $200,000, male rectors average 10% higher 

compensation. 

 For churches with operating revenue of between $200,000-$500,000, male rectors average 6% 

lower compensation, the only category in which the males average less than the females. 

 For churches with operating revenue of between $500,000-$1,000,000, male rectors average 

14% higher compensation. 

 For churches with operating revenue of $1 and $2 million, male rectors average 35% higher 

compensation. 

 For churches with operating revenue of greater than $2 million, male rectors average 26% 

higher compensation. 

If we look at the differentials based upon Average Sunday Attendance (ASA), another key metric, we get 

these results: 

 For churches with an ASA under 75, male rectors average 8% higher compensation. 

 For churches with an ASA between 75 and 149, male rectors average 2.5% higher compensation. 



 For churches with an ASA between 150 and 299, male rectors average 36% higher 

compensation. 

 For churches with an ASA greater than 299, male rectors average 23% higher compensation. 

For churches with an ASA under 75, we note that there is one female rector who is more highly 

compensated than all priests in that cohort. This skews the results; absent her compensation, the 

percentage higher than female clerics would be more dramatic. 

Interestingly, geography and cost of living do not have a bearing on the highs and lows: ASA and 

operating revenue are much more influential.  

It is noteworthy that the greatest differences are in the largest parishes. Often, male rectors have been 

in place for many years in these parishes. Their compensation has grown as the years have passed and 

as the parishes have grown. It is reasonable to expect some leveling of compensation as they retire, 

whether or not a female rector is called as successor. But it is also important to recognize that gifts for 

large church ministry are found in both male and female clerics, so the ongoing work of seeking clergy to 

become rectors of larger parishes also includes helping vestries and discernment committees to focus 

on the gifts the parish needs the priest to bring, not on the external qualities such as gender, age, race 

or ethnicity, marital status, etc. We are encouraged by the number of female applicants to larger 

parishes, and look forward to a time when there are more, and better compensated, female clergy in 

these large parishes. 

In the smaller parishes, the differences are not as great, but the problem is more complex. The 

sensitivity of parish budgets to changes in ASA or operating revenue are more dramatic. The worries 

about paying even the diocesan minimum compensation, not what the current market might be, are 

great1. The capacity of the smallest parishes to continue to afford a full-time priest is shrinking, and in 

recent years, women have been disproportionately called to smaller parishes.   

Our Bishops and Diocesan staff continue to work in all these areas. The first and second 

recommendations have been addressed. For the Clergy Compensation Guidelines for 2020, recently 

published on the Diocesan website, there is now a survey of compensation based upon the “bands” of 

size of parish referenced above, in addition to diocesan minimums. This is NOT split out by gender, out 

of concern that this might suggest that women’s pay scales differ from men’s, and it is intended to show 

parishes what the averages are (as well as the high and low compensation) in each size band. The 

intention is to give vestries, treasurers, finance committees, and priests a sense of what is a reasonable 

range of compensation for a church of their size. It is a somewhat market-driven world these days in 

seeking priests for one’s parish. There are fewer priests looking for new calls and many more parishes 

willing to discern with them. Although discernment of call is always the most important factor in finding 

                                                           
1 One member of the Task Force notes that the Church should be worried about declining revenue, which has impact on many 

more things than clergy compensation inequities. While it goes beyond the scope of this Task Force’s work, it is a key driver, 

and should continue to be a focus of the work of the Church in the days and years to come. 

 



the right priest for the right place, the marketplace may drive some behavior. The publication of this 

survey data  is a helpful step for parishes and for priests, and we are grateful. We look for a path to even 

greater transparency, while still respecting appropriate boundaries/privacy. 

The third and fourth recommendations, pastoral support in the negotiating process and teaching justice 

and strategy, have been a part of the work of the Diocesan Transition Minister and the Canon to the 

Ordinary for a few years now. Guidance in negotiations has also been offered several times now as part 

of the Fresh Start curriculum. The Minister for Vocational Formation works with graduating seminarians 

on these issues and the whole team provides data and strategic advice. The Diocesan staff plans to do 

more through the Clergy and Lay Professionals Conference, through Church Vitality Days, and other 

venues to educate, advise, and brainstorm. 

The Bishops and the Diocesan Transition staff are also quite clear that parishes should compensate no 

less than the appropriate diocesan minimum and when letters of agreement are forwarded to the 

Bishop for her signature, if that threshold is not met, they will have a conversation about what is 

possible, what negotiation might take place to accommodate economic realities, and what a plan might 

look like to get to the minimum. It is the plan of the Canon to the Ordinary to work with parishes where 

levels of compensation for already-in-place clergy are not at diocesan minimums to help them to reach 

that threshold.  

All of this takes time. Our progress as a Diocese is real, but we are not there yet. That said, we see the 

steps that the Diocese has taken as strong and in good faith. We believe we have fulfilled our charter as 

a Task Force and are hopeful for the future. We respectfully ask to be discharged from our duties, 

offering that we are more than willing to serve as a source of advice as the Diocese continues this work. 

We also give thanks for the tireless and focused work that the Rev. Cayce Ramey (All Saints Sharon 

Chapel) did as our Chair until recently. 

Respectfully submitted by the Pay Equity Task Force, 

Mr. Richard America (St. Anne’s, Reston), Mr. Calvin Gibson (St. John’s, King George), The Rev. Susan 

MacDonald (St Paul’s on the Hill, Winchester), The Rev. Shearon Williams (St George’s, Arlington), The 

Rev. Canon Mary Brennan Thorpe (Canon to the Ordinary, staff liaison) 

 

 

 

 


